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TEACHER- IN- CHARGE

DATE

PLAN OF ACTION
duties in advance.

Duty chart is given below:
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MORNI NG ASSEM BLY REPORT

: Ms. Surabhi Khera

: 18. 07 ,1.7

: As per the given schedule students were allotted

C
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1,

2.

News/speech/poem etc are

Compiled report along with

attached along

the feedback is

with the report.

enclosed.

?o

Day/Date Theme/Event Student on duty Signature

18.07.t7
Tuesday

News 
I 

nnshul Gupta

Thought 
I 

Rishika GoYal

Explanation I Nehal Goel
I

Poem i 
ranav Arora

G.K Facts Tanishq

Vocabulary Words Anvi Khare
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FORMAT FOR MORAL EDUCATIONAL SPEECH BY STUDENT

-- r.- S:::c'iStory / One Act Play / Rhyme / Poem/ Short Skit/ play

My Family

'.1',i i,/onderful family, I love dearly,

::r, mY heart, I sPeak sincerelY.
':'/ make me laugh all the time,

-: : 'r're Up, when I need to climb,

- - -:,', my family, truly care,
-^- - i,,l: tuelle me Or Compare.

- = . s ,',= :cme me with open arms,
--: . - =,.= Sure nOthtng harms.

- _.= - ,'-.'r^ !, every day,

. . - - '.' -. '' -. := = :: = strange,
:-- .' -1---:.'= a- -.=- :^3.9e

G.X Facts/Soecial Dry

1. Mercury has a very low surface gravrty.

2. The atmosphere of Venus made up rnainly of carbon dioxide.

3. Mars has many massive volciirrces and is home to Olympus Mons, the largest

volcano in our solar system.

4. Jupiter is the largest planet in our SoNar system. It is so big that more than

1300 Earths could fit inside it.

5. Uranus was the first planet discovered by telescope.

SUBM.ITTED BY:

Name: Ms. Surabhi Khera

Designation: Primary Teacher
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